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Seattle Offers Live-streamed Premiere from Benaroya Hall
November 24, 2020 | By Thomas May, Musical America

SEATTLE, WA — Like an artfully spliced film sequence, the highlight of
Seattle Symphony’s concert on November 19 seemed to bridge the
painful months separating us from the pre-COVID-19 era. Tyshawn
Sorey’s For Roscoe Mitchell for cello and orchestra transmitted all the
excitement that comes with a “normal” world premiere of an
important composition.

The account featuring Seth Parker Woods as the soloist and guest
conductor David Robertson on the podium cast such a powerful and
lasting spell that I occasionally forgot this was an online stream.
Performing live in real time from Benaroya Hall, the musicians

seemed more present than is usually the case in the virtual medium. The concert, which remains available until
November 26, is part of the online season SSO has been offering since September.

Born in 1980 in Newark, Sorey is a composer and multi-instrumentalist hailed for his creative fusion of
improvisation, collaboration, and intricately wrought composition. He conceived For Roscoe Mitchell as the
centerpiece of his SSO composer residency last season and as a vehicle for Parker Woods, the orchestra’s
2019-20 artist in residence. It’s one of a pair of works, each cast as a single movement and written in 2020,
that are inspired by his collaboration with the avant-garde saxophone legend. In an introductory note, Sorey
draws a parallel between Mitchell’s music and his own preoccupation “with sound and the absence of sound,”
noting that for both artists, “space, sound, and silence are aspects in music that are of equal importance.”

The work is also, pointedly, “for cello and orchestra” rather than a cello concerto: it subverts the latter’s
expectations of a feisty soloist-as-hero by building instead a hauntingly ruminative sound world, a bit
reminiscent of the aesthetic of color field painting. For long stretches, the solo cello hovers on sustained notes,
pushing against the constraints of measures, straining across its register for expression.

Dense yet precisely chiseled harmonic clusters sustained by the orchestra give the illusion of a gigantic
expansion of the cello’s voice — even the timpani (James Benoit) undergirds and echoes its statements — so
that the combination of solo and ensemble intrigues the ear throughout the piece. It’s as if the cello’s soul were
floating above the space, like a vision later recounted by a patient under surgical sedation.

Sorey’s slow, deliberate rhythms don’t work as engines to push along a musical momentum; they become the
object of reflection, like a person in meditation who focuses on breathing. Parker Woods conveyed this aspect,
so essential to the piece, with dedicated concentration and beautiful tone. He gave the melodic tendrils that
arise so naturally from Sorey’s score shape and stirring grace.

For Roscoe Mitchell illuminated recent discussions of music and its political role with a sudden insight: the most
intimate artistic communication is at the same time the most political, for it transpires only through deliberate,
intent listening to the other — close enough to be able to hear and recognize the slightest shift in nuance and
weight.

Seth Parker Woods performing For Roscoe Mitchell with the Seattle Symphony

Robertson was sensitive to these all-important balances and to the piece’s subtle pacing. Even covered by a
mask, his expressions were clear and incisive. (A bonus to the streaming presentation was the superb audio
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WHO'S BLOGGING

engineering of Dmitriy Lipay, as well as fine camerawork by James Holt and direction by Jesse Yang, with
meaningful rather than arbitrary closeups of the conductor and Parker Woods.) For Roscoe Mitchell makes an
impressive addition to Sorey’s already distinguished list of accomplishments and a worthy contribution to the
repertoire.

Despite the loss of the Beethoven festival, the rest of the program made up for that lost context. It was
immensely gratifying to see the featured new work proudly displayed in the marketed title — “Sorey and
Beethoven” — instead of being buried, as usually happens, behind the marquee name.

A suitable programming context

Robertson opened with Testament, a 2002 work that Brett Dean originally wrote for his viola colleagues at the
Berlin Philharmonic and later expanded into the version for chamber orchestra played here. The title refers to
Beethoven’s moving Heiligenstadt Testament of 1802, in which he confessed the suicidal thoughts triggered by
acknowledgment of his growing deafness but resolved to forge ahead by following a “new path” and giving
voice to the music had yet to share with the world.

Often, the Heiligenstadt Testament is presented as a powerful summoning of the will — a foreshadowing of the
quantum leap of the Eroica — but Dean avoids facile heroizing by playing up a sense of existential doubt and
worry. Scurrying figures evoke images of the composer’s “quill writing manically on leaves of parchment
paper.” An ethereal section that quotes from the middle quartets indicates a new resolution, before a wildly
energetic final section precludes false optimism.

Performed with a reduced orchestra, Beethoven’s Fourth Symphony (only 22 strings) might have veered in the
direction of period performance, but the sound here seemed instead merely thinned out at times, the colors
slightly off.

Robertson exaggerated the opposition of detached, “lost” notes and legato lines in the slow introduction to
wonderful effect — emphasizing its “nebulous” quality and hearkening back to a similar effect in the Sorey
composition — but then kept the wild brio of the first movement too much in check. The scherzo, too, was a
touch too polite for this taste. Ben Lulich’s clarinet solos in the Adagio were radiant, the music pulsing as
organically as the interaction of systole and diastole. Robertson may have been holding the Fourth’s
unbuttoned aspects in reserve for the finale, a thrilling geyser of collective energy in this account.

 

Pictured: Tyshawn Sorey
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